

















A new era of financial management was inaugurated with the establishment
of a Connptroller at the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory in V/ashington D. C.
in October 1952. The establishment of this billet was a result of Public Law
216, 81st Congress, The National Act Amendments of 1949.
Public Law 216 requires the adaptation of the Navy's budget and fiscal
Administration to the general pattern and highly developed techniques for modern
business methods of administration. The Naval Research Laboratory, the major
jne of its kind in the Navy, was designated as the first research organization of
;he Navy Department to be converted to operations under the Naval ludustrial
fund type of accounting systems.
In compliance with the comptroller concept embodied in Public Law 216,
he Office of the Comptroller was therefore established, and the position of
comptroller delineated. The duties of this position are comparable to those
j oxind in well established positions of financial management in similar organizations
^if modern business enterprise, and in addition thereto, include the responsibil-
ties pecular to the operation of government fiscal offices.
The writer had the unique experience of being assigned to the Laboratory
t the time of this transition, and although transferred to sea duty at the time of
t8 inception, has been nnost fortunate to be in a position to observe the Office
<jf the Comptroller after the first two years of sucessful operations. This study
as undertaken in an effort to learn financial management as practiced at the




In gathering material for use in this effort, I was kindly received at all
levels of management at the Laboratory. The Office of the Comptroller, under
Connmander E. H. Breed, and his Deputy Comptroller, Mr. M. C. Hendrickson,
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SECTION I
THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

As governmental research institutions go, the Naval Research Labroratory
is an old organiisation. It is now in its 33rd year, having been commissioned on
June 1, 1923. From this one might suppose that the financial management
of the Laboratory had beconae long since a settled and hardened routine.
No supposition could be farther from fact. Until the last war, the Labora-
Itory was a relatively small xindertaking. It reached a peacetime peak in 1940
of 330 employees, one tenth of its present employment. During World War 11
|lt expanded in all directions increasing its facilities to a high of 4400 employees
But in this period money was the commonest of resources and financial nrjan-
jagement not a necessity. Since World War 11 the Laboratory has continued as
very sizeable operation, conducted under constantly shifting economic, polit-
jical, and strategic forces. Uncertainty as to the size of the defense effort,
stresses of unification, and the unique factors surrounding science - - to nanne
a few - - have been factors preventing the crystallization of standardized finan-
cial naanagement routine.
Financial management as practiced at the Laboratory is at present, be-
lieved to have taken certain steps forward in this dynamiic evolution of control
of research. The techniques of management, and the developrrient of proper
management attitudes and know-how, are a tremendous challenge and will be
for many years to come. As newer methods, functions, and techniques are
evolved, research will be enhanced and encouraged with ever-increasing

leffectiveness.
Financial management does not operate in a vacuixm. Budgeting, Account
ng, General and Adnriinistration functions are tools for coordinating and con-
rolling work, and must be shaped to the needs of the organization it is to
erve. An obvious start then would be to sketch in something of the background.
The Laboratory is now the largest constituent of the capital laboratories
f the Office of Naval Research. That Office, created by statute in 1946 and
iow xuider the Executive Office of the Secretary of the Navy, as shown in
igure 1, has two principal functions;
1. The initiation, coordination, promotion, and planning of naval research
2, The conduct of naval research in augmentation of and in conjunction
with the research and development efforts of the material bureaus
of the Navy, viz; Ships, Aeronautics, and Ordinance.
The first of these functions is carried out mainly by the Research Divi-
sion within the Office proper, chiefly through the use of contracts. The
second function, the conduct of research, is largely the province of the Labor-
Bitory. Figure 2 shows the organization of the Office of Naval Research.
Under the Office of Naval Research the Laboratory's mission is as
follows:
To support the Chief of Naval Research in his efforts to preserve
National Security by initiating
,
planning, and conducting in the
physical sciences applied research and development to meet the
1. Public Law 688, 79th Congress, 2nd Session (H. R. 5911)
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immediate needs for equipment and materials, to increase the combat
effectiveness of the Navy, and fundamental research and experimentation
in anticipation of future requirements.
Having provided it with this broad mission, the Office of Naval Research
has seen fit to exercise only a broad and general supervision over the Labora-
tory's operation and program. Although they may from time to time direct
the Laboratory to undertake a specific line of work, it has nevertheless given
the Laboratory wide freedom to initiate its own program and to coordinate
with requests for work from activities outside the Office of Naval Research.
In its early years, the Laboratory received virtually all of its work from
the several Navy Bureaus. Since its transfer to the Office of Naval Research,
%t has continued to receive a considerable amoiuxt from these sources, and
Ifrozn similiar groups outside of Navy. But in keeping with its position of
comnnon relationship to the more specialized activities within the Navy, it
has also broadened its spectrum in the Basic Sciences to include many areas of
work as yet too fundamental to interest any material group.
By any standard one chooses to apply the Laboratory is a big activity.
It is the largest multi-purpose research organization in the military establish-
ment and among the largest organizations of its kind in the country.
Physically the Laboratory occupies over fifty acres of grounds containing
over fifty permanent- type structures and a number of others.
3. Naval Research Laboratory Administrative Manual, 1954

Distributed throughout these buildings are sorrie 3000 employees and
fifty to sixty military personnel. About 1000 are professional scientists,
4
the reinaining being white and blue collared workers.
While the Laborabory now has but one field installation, it does much
of its work at locations distant from its home grounds. It makes considerable
use, for example, of the Proving Grounds at White Sands, New Mexico, and
the facilities of Navy bases like those at New London, Philadelphia, Boston,
etc. Cn occasions it sends its scientists to such remote places as Alaska,
Anartica, and Brazil. It also frequently employs sea- going craft provided by
the fleet and aircraft fronri local Air Stations.
4. C. G. Grant, and others. Budgeting for Research at the Naval Researc
Laboratory, (December 13, 1950)

SECTION 11
THE INTERNAL ORGANIZATION OF THE LABORATORY

5
Title IV of Public Law 216, 8Ist Congress, effected a revision of
approach to financial operations and managexnent which was a long stride
in the direction of implementing the philosophy's and concepts of inanagement
in Department of Defense activities. Some of these concepts will be dealt with
in part 3. The act, however, had a profund effect upon the organi^^ational
structure of the Laboratory, resulting in a three year evolution, as shown in
iFigure 3.
Basically this chart shows that under the Director there is a line
organization of the Research Department headed up by the Director of
Research, a Congressional appointee, comprised at its basic structure of
thirteen research divisions, each an operating laboratory within a definite
field of Research. To coordinate this effort, *his Department is divided into
three major scientific fields; Electronics, Materials, and Nucl'' onics, each
directed by a senior scientist of super Civil Service grade, whose title is
A^ssociate Director of Research. The Electronics field consists of five
iivisions; Applications Research, Electronics, Radio, Radar, and Sound.
The Materials field consists of four divisions; Chemistry, Metallurgy,
Mechanics, and Solid State. The Nucleonics field consists of four divisions
iUso; Atmosphere and Astrophysics, Nucleonics, Optics, and Radiation.
In order that these research divisions may function in the manner for
5. Public Law 216, 81st Congress, National Security Act Amendments
dJlO August 1949)
:j .-
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which they were organized, the Director has two staff- service departments
under hizn; the Adxninistrative Department, and the Office of the Comptroller.
As shown, the Administrative Department is headed by the Director of Adminis-
tration who is also the Deputy Director. This office has attached to it in a pur^
staff capacity the Management Engineer, and coordinates the services to
research and the Laboratory as a whole, the six general functions of Adminis-
trative Services, Engineering Services, Personnel, Public Works, Supply,
and Technical Information.
The Office of the Comptroller is connprised of three nnajor functions
as shown, and will be discussed later. Suffice for the present to indicate the
organisational echelon of the Comptroller and his relationship to the Director
and other organizational components.
As to top nrianagement of the Laboratory, it should be noted that the
Director's Advisory Connmittee is shown in the position of staff to the Director
This committee in reality acts as "Top Management," being composed of the
Director, as Chairman, the Deputy Director, the Director of Research, the
three Associate Directors of Research, the Senior Naval Liason Officer, the
Comptroller, and the Management Engineer, as recorder. The committee nneftts
each Monday morning and considers all matters of nnajor policy, receives
advice and communications from the Director on nnatters conning to hinn from
higher authority, passes on major actions requiring approval at the Director's
level, and in effect acts in the capacity of what the Director calls his "Board of
Directors."
;• r>< e. ! ".(
;i; .n ..
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The Naval Staff is composed of a senior Naval Liason Officer, a Deputy
Senior Liason Officer, and a group of highly trained officers (fornnerly called
Program Officers) who act in liason capacity between the scientific divisions
and the Naval Establishment. They are organized by research operational
requirement, and advise and consult with the Branches of the scientific divi-
sions across the board.
In general, it can be said that the internal organization of the Laboratory
follows the pattern conceived originally by the Consulting Board - that of a
Laboratory staffed by civilian scientists, under Navy management devoted to
the scientific interests of the Navy. "
6. Pamphlet, Research at N. R. L. (1953)
I I
i.;;: !i





The impetus behind the Comptrollership in the Navy is the basic legal
directive, the National Security Amendments of 1949 inspired by the report of
the Hoover Commission on Reorganization of the National Security Organization.'
[n it the following guide lines were established.
(Sec. 401) There is hereby established the Comptroller of the Department
of Defense. The Comptroller shall establish and supervise the executiai
of principles, policies, and procedures to be followed in connection with
organizational and administrative matters relating to
;
a 1. The preparation and execution of the budgets
2. Fiscal, cost, operating and capital property accounting
3. Progress and statistical reporting
4. Internal audit, and
b policies and procedures relating to the expenditure and collection
of funds administered by the Department of Defense.
(Sec. 402 ) The Secretary of each miilitary department shall cause budget-
ing, accounting and statistical reporting, internal audit and adn^inistra-
tive structure and managerial procedure relating thereto in (his) depart-
ment to be organized and conducted in a xnanner consistant with the
operations of the Con:iptroller of the Departrxient of Defense.
(Sec. 405 ) In order to more effectively control and account for the cost
of programs and work performed in the Departmient of Defense, the
Secretary of Defense is authorized to require the establishment of working
capital fluids for the purpose of providing working capital for such in-
dustrial type activities as provide consmon services within or among the
departments and agencies of the Department of Defense. The secretaries
of the nTiilitary departments shall allocate responsibility within their res-
pective departmients in such a nnanner as to effect the inost economical
and efficient organization for which working capital funds are authorized
by this section.
Implicit in the above abstracts of the 81st Congress, is the intent to
fjbrce implementation of the Comptrollership concept in the logistic activities
ojf the Armed Forces. ° From these words stem ample legal leverage to
7. Public Law 162, 80th Congress (July 7, 1947)
8. Public Law 216, 81st Congress (Aug. 10, 1949)
9. Sec. Nav. Instruction 5400.4 (Nov. 18, 1953)
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exert through the Defense Comptroller, a determining influence for years to
come on the techinques and organizations for the conduct of the Navy's financial
management. Whether we like the idea is immaterial. Comptrollers are with us
to stay awhile. "^
A comprehensive analysis of the language of the above sections reveals a
striking resemblence to the by-law provisions advocated by the Controller's
Institute of Ann erica. Both documents place emphasis and economy and eff-
iency, this is not a new concept in Naval organization. Naval Regulations spec-
ifically lay emphasis upon these features and make Con-imanding Officers
responsible for them within their commands.
The newness of the law lies in the recognition of the need to organize
certain tools of management into a complete package of staff service for the
line comimand. As an organization grows in size and complexity, decisions
effecting the proper coordination control of its component parts depend more
and nnore upon the availability of pertinent factual information, gathered, ana-
lyzed and presented in complete, concise and objective form.
This philosophy is further emphasized by Dean Jackson:
The underlying cause for the change in organization leading to the present
stage of controllership developinent are to be found chiefly in two basic
requirements of business (a) the increasing necessity for a greater degree
of concentration and specialization in the conduct of accounting, auditing,
and tax functions; and (b) the need not only for preserving one of the
important "checks and balances" of the corporate mechaniszn - where
10, Rear Admiral Clexton, Comptrollership, A»ddrcss given at George
[Washington University, (Dec. 17, 1954)
11. Lillian Doris, Corporate Treasurer's and Controller's Handbook
(New York Prentice-Hall & Co. 1951) p. 25
tVI
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under the process of accounting and internal audit may better serve as
an independent check upon the receipt, disbursement and custody of the
corporate funds - but also to further strenghten the controls over expendi-
tures, costs, and profits so essential to the successful conduct of business
today. Both requirements have increased immeasurably in recent years
through the increase in size and complexity of our modern industrial
units.
Thus, the law provided in the military service, the framework whereby
fiscal matters and business activities related thereto, may be organized along
proven industrial management principles in a xaniform and consistant manner.
The act set up performance budgeting, industrial funding, and a separation be-
tween operating and capital programs, in addition to requiring the establishment
of comptrollers in the Department of Defense and the three military depart-
ments.
The charter originally formalizing the Office of the Comptroller of the
Navy was released by the Secretary of the Navy as early as June I, 1950. The
duties and responsibilities of the Comptroller of the Navy were defined as
follows:
a. The mission of the Comptroller is to advise and assist the Secretary of
the Navy in developing and maintaining efficiency and economy through
budgetary and fiscal procedures. In general the Comptroller will func-
tion in a staff capacity for the conduct of auditing operations essential
to the proper discharge of his statutory responsibility.
b. Subject to the authority of the Secretary, he is directly responsible for
budgeting, accounting, progress and statistical reporting internal audit,
and for the administrative organizational structure and managerial pro-
cedures relating to such responsibilities within the Department of the
Navy and for the coordination and correlation of matters under his
cognizance.
12. J. Hugh Jackson, The Controller; His Functions and Organization.
Dickenson Lectures in Accounting (Cambridge Harvard Univ. Press, 1949) p. 14
13. Public Law 216 . Public Law 216, 81st Congress (Aug. 10, 1949)

mwith the Controllers of the Department of Defense, Army, and Air Force
and other agencies of the Government. ^^
The National Security Act as eixnended established the framework under
which the office of Comptroller of the Navy was organized, however, it did not
include or require similar comptrollership organizations at lower levels.
The Secretary of the Navy by instruction set forth the policy :
To establish Comptroller organizations in all bureaus and offices, Navy
Department, Headquarters, Marine Corps, and major activities of the
Navy and Marine Corps. It is desired that the program of establishment
currently in progress be accelerated as rapidly as may be practicable.
Establishment of comptrollers to perform published functions is strongly
recommended as a major step towards inriproved financial management
as well as a direct service to command authority. ^
Having established a basic historical background and the legal justifica-
tion in sections 1, 2, and 3, let us now turn to Comptrollership, and the finan-
cial management of the Naval Research Laboratory.
14. Charter of Navy Comptroller (June 1, 1950)
15. Sec. Nav. Instruction 5400.4, (Nov. 18, 1953)
tvbVI io -xa^tfinQ
SECTION IV
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER AT THE LABORATORY
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The purpose of the Comptrollership organization at the Laboratory is to
assist the Director in the financial management of his activity and in doing so,
the Connptroller should have available at i. il tinnes for the Director the answers
to the following questions:
1. What is the plan under which we are operating?
2. What are our accomplishments under observation as compared with
the plan?
3. Why do the accomplishments differ from the plan?
4. What can top-management do so that the plan can be accomplished?
Before proceeding further it would be advisable, perhaps, if the term
Comptroller ship were defined. Conriptrollership is simply sound financial plan-
16




4. Analysis of Performance
5. Accounting
In establishing the office of the Comptroller requiring the adaption of the
Navy's budget and fiscal administration to the general pattern and highly dev-
eloped techniques for modern business, the Director must have been impresssd
with the tremendous import of his directive, in that the Laboratory was des-
ignated as the first research organization of the Navy Department to be






converted to operations under the Navy Industrial Fund type accounting
system. According to Bradshaw and Hull:
There is still considerable variation in the duties assigned to the Con-
troller, and to the recognition given to the position in management circles.
In some instances he is little more than a "glorified" bookkeeper, report-
ing to an assistant secretary or an assistant treasurer, whereas in other
instances he is a member of top management. ^'
The latter type of position is associated with ComptroUership at the
Laboratory. It entails the financial responsibility for the Director of the
Laboratory, in which a revolving fund of $7, 500,000 is utilized for all financial
transactions of the Laboratory (exclusive of plant account responsibility)
The scope of the work assumed paramount importance inasinuch as the
actions taken, procedures developed, decisions made, and overall operating
financial pattern became the criteria for developing Navy Industrial Fund
systems for the mianagement of other research laboratories of the Navy and
the Department of Defense. Therefore the extent of understanding of general
objectives of research managennent, management problems of the Naval Re-
search Laborabory, budget and accounting policies and techniques in the field
of research within the government fiscal procedures, and the application of
modern commercial management, budget, and accoiinting theory and practice
to governmental research organizations is tantamount to successful implemen-
tation at the Naval Research Laboratory, and also have a marked effect upon
the evolving of similar (comparable types in the Department of Defense)
17. Bradshaw and Hull, Editors, Controllership In Modern Managenaent
Irwin, Inc., Chicago, 111. (1950) p. 9
'..'i^
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organizations for financial management at other Laboratories.
The Naval Research Laboratory is the major laboratory of the Navy,
having as its mission the conduct of basic and applied research in the physical
sciences. It; provides research not only for the Navy but for all other Depart-
ments of the Department of Defense as well as the Atomic Energy Commission,
other government agencies, and foreign governments. Its annual financial
operations are in excess of $25,000,000. Being an establishment performing
important research which requires the comptroller to cope with problems
affecting budgeting, accounting, and other financial factors not only within the
Laboratory's systenri and the Navy Accounting System, but by cross-servicing
and inter-departmental accounting with other governmental agencies . The
Comptroller of the Laboratory is responsible to insure the integrity of the
Working Capital Fund and to maintain smooth financial arrangements in order
that the research effort niay continue at all times as planned by the Director
p£ Research.
The organization of the Office of the Comptroller was therefore authorized
^o perform:
1. budget functions which determine the funding of the research effort
coordinating funding from many sources of support;
2. internal allocations to the research effort on over 400 research jobs
fromi over 350 sources of support;
HOi
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3. determination of the overhead rate required to support the administra>
tive and general services to the research effort and the allocation of
funds to those administrative and general functions;
4. determine, recommend plans, and implement the planning of and
allocations for plant account equipment required for the support of
the research effort;
5. establish proper functions of accounting within these budget patterns,
and the reporting and statistical presentation of financial facts related
to budget and accounting;
6. disbursements for all payables, civilain and military paynnent of all
public vouchers, and rendition of disbursing returns. '°
The establishment of these functions within one area of financial responsi-
bility at the Research Laboratory is a relatively new concept in the Navy Depar1|
znent, and is one which requires originality and initiative in order to insure
accompli shnnent of the objectives. Responsibility for financial management
is largely decentralized to the principles of accountability, therefore new
reporting and statistical presentations must be constantly developed in order
that the facts upon which the accountability to be accepted may be properly
presented.
Judgment used in the preparation of the budget effects not only the internal
research and administrative effort, but also the relationships to the various
Bureaus of the Navy Department, as well as the Office of Naval Research and
the other government agencies and their budgets. Inasmuch as the evaluation
of budgets and the Accounting for specific jobs of research are essential in
18. Unpublished Organizational Information of the Naval Research
Laboratory.
dois
' J I ;»• '.-Us
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developing acceptance by the sponsors for funding, the planning for future
research effort and funding thereof is to a large extent effected by the judgment
exhibited by the Comptroller. One of the major areas in which such judgment
can be exerted is in the development of controls within the cost of Administra-
tive and General expenses. The establishnnent of the proper overhead rates in
relation to research effort and the controlling of costs within the funds avail-
able frona such rates, is a n?ajor responsibility of financial manageiiient that
will reflect in the financing of the research effort.
In the development of the system of recording, reporting, analysis, and
recomimending action on financial matters, coordination of manual and electri-
cal accounting machine nriethods are required. By continual development,
efficiency in operating techniques within the Office of the Comptroller and
evolving of inachine accounting methods and procedures will increase, and by
proper application, produce a system with the flexibility to perform all finan-
cial functions required in controlling a field of effort as diverse and evolving
as research.
In carrying out the rather unique and comiplex functions as outlined in the
bizarre fashion above, the Director had to chose a man of unusual talents and
untiring energy^ For this difficult task. Commander E. H. Breed (S. C.)
U. S. Navy was chosen in preference to a civilian, the choice being nnade
ktrictly on the grounds of qualifications, experience, and deirionstrated per-




his unusual background consists of the following:
A. B., M. B.A. , University of Stanford
C. P. A. State of California
Member California State Society C. P. A. 's
Member A. I. A.
Associate with C. P. A. firm of Lester, Herrick, and Herrick (4 years)
Assistant Comptroller, University of Stanford (2 years)
Supply Corps, U.S. Navy, 1941-1952
Comptroller, Naval Research Laboratory, 1952 to present
As the Naval Research Laboratory's first Comptroller, Commander Breefl
set up the organization of the Office of the Comptroller as shown in Figure 4.
Under this functional structure are the Comptroller and his Deputy Comptroller,
The operations of the office are performed within three major divisions; Budget
Division, Accounting Division, and the Disbursing Division. It should be noted
that the audit fiinction is delineated as staff to the Comptroller under the heading
of Special Assistant. In the Laboratory it is stressed that the internal audit is
a staff - a pure staff - function responsible to the Comptroller and with no direcjt
authority except in a staff capacity within that exercised by the Office of the
Conaptroiler. The evolving of the internal audit program proceeded on the basic
premise that auditors should be a private concern of the Comptroller, and chosen
with care, individually and slowly, over a period of time. It is believed that this







Because of the special talents required, and the responsibilities related
to each general fvmction, the operations are divided into three divisions, each
under an Assistant Comptroller. The title "Assistant Comptroller' in lieu of
"Budget Officer", "Accounting Officer", and "Disbursing Officer" stems from
the philosophy in the development of the Office of the Comptroller; that of the
integration of all phases of management - physically and mentally. This sanae
approach is expounded by Richard M. Padget. ^" The advantages of this
approach are t^vofold: each is responsible to the Comptroller for the operation
of his division and the performiance of his particular function, but each also
has a responsibility as an Assistant Comptroller for the manageznent of the
;
entire financial function. A weekly staff meeting on Tuesday morning is not
just an upward and downward commiinication medium; it takes its cue from
the philosophy expressed relative to the functioning of the Director's Advisory
Committe*5. The Comptroller's Staff - - Comptroller, as Chairman, Deputy
ContiptroUer, Auditor, and three Assistant Comptrollers are the "Board of
Directors" of the Office of the Comptroller.
The level below the Divisions, called the Branch level, is present in the
major functions. The Budget function, as shown in Figure 5 is performed by
analysts in two branches > - one having the responsibility for direct research
budgets, and the other having the responsibility for the overhead or general
and administrative budgets and the overall manpower budget.
19. Richard M. Padgett, Tommorows fesponsibilities for the Controller,
The Controller (January 1947) p. 8























The Accounting function is performed in the three Branches as shown
in Figure 6. The General Accounting Branch is responsible for the general
ledgers, obligation and appropriation controls, preparation of cost and finan-
cial statements, and the other general coordinating accounting functions. The
Personnel Services Accounting Branch, outlined in Figure 7, is responsible
for all time keeping, payroll accounting, retirement records, and insurance.
The Property Accounting Branch, turning back to Figure 6, is responsible for
stores accounting, and plant property accounting. It should be noted that the
Assistant Comptroller for Accounting has in a staff or service function under
him, separate responsibilities of Project Planner for machine accoiinting
operations, and the xnachine accounting services. Since all of the accounting
and record keeping is done on tabulating machines, it is the responsibility of
the Project Planner to keep all machine operations adequately programmed,
and to advise and consult with the Assistant Comptroller on all new programming
or reprogramming. Also, for the same reason, the Machine Accoiinting Ser-
vices should be responsible to the Assistant Comptroller for the perfornnance
of all machine services for all of the operating branches of the Accounting
Division, as well as for the Budget and Disbursing Divisions.
In the operations of the Laboratory under the integrated financial
manageznent and its organization outlined above, a sincere effort was
constantly applied in keeping with the best approved concepts of industrial
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inancial management. In applying these concepts, it should be realized that
';he development involved many sets of people, and were experimented with
>ver many years of thoughtful development by the devoted efforts and the
coordinated thinking at the Laboratory.

SECTION V
BUDGET FORMULATION AND EXECUTION

33
A working definition as developed at the Laboratory regarding budget is:
"A plan of future operations translated into manpower and monetary
requirements. " ^^
meaning that the thoughts are in terms of a going concern of some 3200 people
performing a mission for the Navy, which requires an integrated plan based
upon each of the 3200 individuals performing a useful function. In order to
develop such a plan and to maintain the integrity of the planning from year to
year, a set of six principles were evolved regarding budgeting for research
21
and its related functions.
The first principle is called the "Principle of Grass Root Budgeting. "
The budget, in order to be the best reflection of operating plans, should be
initiated at the lowest possible operating lev^els. Research is approached
from the viewpoint that the results obtained are the products of men's minds.
The responsibility in planning lies in determining from the best sources, what
men are going to perform, what research affort, and what they will need in the
way of necessary materials to support their effort. The program planners of
each research effort are asked to do a thoughtful job of initiating the primary
planning steps. The ConnptroUer's responsibility is then to study their initial
plans, and coordinate all of the financial and manpower requirements of the
Laboratory as a whole.
20. C. G. Grant and other, Budgeting for Research at the Naval Research
Laboratory (December 13, 1953)
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The second principle is called the " Principle of Contained Paperwork" .
Most activities must submit a number of different kinds of budgets each year.
While it is desirous to have each of these submissions to be the best reflection
of operating plans as known at the particular time, a vast amount of work would
be involved in going back to the operating people each time for a new "grassroor'
submission. The problem is solved b/ requiring a fcrmal budget from the opera-
ting people each six months. Thus, by calling for information on a reasonable
I
schedule, the budget staff can make whatever outside submissions are required,
using data no more than six nionths old. Included in this phase is the philosophjy
that Connptrollership is not only the performance of functions, but the coordina-
tion of planning and all its aspects. To quote Dean Jackson once again:
"The Controller is first and foremost a steel man, or a tire man, or
an automobile man. " ^^
So the Comptroller staff of the Laboratory, though not scientists or engi-
jaeers, are sufficiently aware, of program objectives and scientific planning to
terpolate the planning into the necessary budget submissions with appreciation
|9md \inder standing.
The third is called " Principle of Graduated Accuracy". The first phase
)f this principle is the function of Tinne: each six month budget submission from
he operators covers three fiscal years: the present year, the impending year,
uid the budget year. Thus, six distinct revievrs are made of each fiscal year.
l-




The first is eighteen months before the start of the year, the last as the
year is nearing completion. The first estimate will be accurate only in terms
of financial magnitude. However, each six months the estimates for a particu-
lar year will become increasingly more accurate, until the last review when
the estimate should be a very accurate picture of actual costs. The second
phase of this principle is the function of Organization. The smallest budgeting
unit is the research project or administrative fxinction . The first coordinating
level is the Branch, then the Division, then the Department, and finally the
Laboratory as a whole. Percentage-wise, the least accuracy can be expected
in estimating for the research project or fvinction. Greater estimating accuracy
ls derived by totaling the Branch work-load, and similarly still greater percent-
age accuracy can be expected at the Division, Department, and finally at the
Laboratory level. Here again, the Comptroller's staff performs the valuable
'unction of thoughtful coordination. The Budget staff, long familiar with the
roblems of each Division and Branch, is able to evaluate through each step of
[raduation the ultimate accuracy. This lead£ to the remaining principles.
The fourth is called the "Principle of Significant Variation". The regular
boats of conducting a research project are a lunction of the type of research
and the number of research personnel applied. It is possible to derive a "rule
<if thumb" amount to gauge the expected routine costs of a particular type of
lesearch per research person. There are, however, large nonrecurring costs
ilrhich will not fit any such rule. These are defined as outside procurements of
'; I C
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$5000 or more. Special review is made of these items as factors which will
cause cost variations in a research project, not dependent on the number of
budgeted research people. Estimates of budget requirements based on numbers
of people involved in the effort can be reasonably accurate from the first stage
of budget development: the major significant variation requiring constant review
and consideration as planning becomes more definite, are these non-recurring
m.ajor procurements. So in evaluating budget estimates, the staff must evaluate
the type of research problem, any significant variations from the expected
normal of the "thumb rule" on routine costs per person, and the reasonable
approach to the requirements for non-recurring major procurements. This
review of each problem builds up a fund of knowledge during the six reviews
to which each problem is subnnitted during its "budget life".
The fifth principle fits logically into the outlined scheme and is called
the " Principle of Dehydrated Sstimates". While many fundamental research
projects continue indefinitely, there are applied and development projects whicli
naturally termiinate with the completion of a system or piece of equipnnent. A«
soon as projects are terminated, a new one is assigned by laboratory ponsors.
If, in any particular budget submission, operators were forced to budget within
the work projects then aboard, there would be a natural compulsion to overstat*!
the amo\int of time required to complete a job in order that all research per-
sonnel would be taken into account in future budget periods. In order to avoid
such forced budgeting, operators are allowed to show budgets for proposed
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projects even though these may be visualized only in vague teriris. This pro-
cedure not only works in the direction of encouraging the project planners to
be realistic in the estimate, to dehydrate their own plans realistically, but
serves to warn the Comptroller of the areas in which future plans are not so
firm, so that these can be discussed with the Associate Directors of Research
in top level planning. Many valuable top level factors evolve from this inapor-
tant principle.
The last principle of budgeting is called the "Principle of Total Budget-
ing". In dealing with budgets in pieces, there is danger that the individual
pieces will get out of phase in their relations with one another. To avoid this,
the various pieces are brought together for over-all review in each stage of
the formulation process. On the broadest scale, the Laboratory budget, as a
whole, must be examined before it can be determined that each of the budget
I,
Ijparts are reasonable. This principle ties in closely with the second phase of
{"Graduated Accuracy", the sum of the parts must equal the total at each stage
jof development - - The Branch, Division, Department, and the Laboratory
i
llevels.
Before leaving these six principles, a brief picture of the process that
ijthe Budget staff goes through in coordinating the scientific planning with trans-
lations into manpower and monetary requirements, can be presented. Upon the
initial review of the estimates which are built up to the total, the Budget staff
returns to the Branches of each Division and reviews the program requirements
1 ;> . : J- in ; 1 vvv
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of each new job with the individual manager and their Branch Heads. In this
review, all of the points revealed by applying the six principles outlined above*
are brought out, and by mutual consideration, the estimates are reworked as
xnay be necessary, the program maragers and Branch Heads accepting full
responsibility for the reasonableness of the final decisions. These are re-
viewed at the Division level, where any differences of opinion are further
reviewed and resolved. Upon completion of this review, the entire plan is
laid before the committee of the Research Associates for final consideration
of individual problems as well as conformity to the over-all laboratory research
policy and the reqmrements for each field of research. This procedure is
carried through religiously with each six naonths budget review.
The basic form by which these budgets are developed at the "Grassroots"
level, and upon which all reviews are made, is the A-1 Problem Budget Esti-
mate as shown in Figure b. As can be seen in items 2 through 8, the identifi-
cation section in the top right portion of the form establishes the complete
references of the particular job, both internally, and within the Navy research
program. The program manager must estimate all manpower requirements
and other routine costs (shop costs) both in manpower and in estimated mater-
ials, for the three budget years. He must also consider the overhead costs he
will bear in condJKCting the research, arriving at the total cost of conducting
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item "Major Contractual Services and Procurements. This is important
when reviewing the reverse side of A- I, in Figure 9. Here we see that the
bottom section contains the detailed information which is required for those
itenis of significsmt variation. Here then, is laid out for review for top manage-
ment the program managers estimate of what he believes major funds should
be expended on for the conduct of research. He must justify this completely -
especially when it is realized that the least item would support one research
person for one year. In the middle of the form is the space in which the pro-
gram; manager reveals his knowledge of the interest of sponsors, the agree-
ments reached on support of the problem, the nature of the research in terms
of the financial support, and where differences of opinion exists where planning
lis still in the negotiation stage, and the amount which each sponsor should
jassume in the conduct of the effort. Here again is einphasized the coordinating
responsibility of the Comptroller; on the basis of this statement on each prob-
em, the source plan is laid out, and the Budget staff follow through in nego-
iations with each of the sponsoring agencies.
The working procedure of placing the budget thus formulated into operation
ternally can now be discussed briefly. At the start of each six month period,
e Budget staff lay out the job order plan on the basis of t^e basic A-1 forms,
ajp finally agreed upon and approved by top management, as outlined above.
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8. SOURCES OF FniAIICIAL SUPPORT; (FISCAL YEAR 19^6)
To facilitate preliminary 195^^ planning, financial support information is re-
quested in the following chart. The chart is designed to answer the questions —
(l) should this vrark he supported by other bureaus and (2) what ajaount will probably
be supplied by them. If the research problem is of an applied, development, or test
ne^tui^e which should be supported by other biireaus or agencies, these activities and
the percentages of suppoi't are to be indicated in coliimns 1 and 2. Research, Navy
is listed for those problems irhich should be partially or wholly supported by OM.
ColLumi 3 is to reflect the division's appraisal of the percentage and ajnounts
which the supporting agencies will probably furnish, not necessarily the same as the
percenta.ges indicated by column 2. ITaiae and code of the bureau or agency person who
has cognizance or interest in this problem is to be listed in column k.
The information obtained in column 2 will be used by Budget as a guideline to
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The first step is to notify all interested parties of the assignment of a
specific job. On the face of the form shown in Figure 10 is detailed all of the
information for the establishment of the job; the specific job order nvimber
which identifies not only the job, but where it fits in the Laboratory scientific
program; the responsible Division, the Branch, and the Unit, the short title or
purpose of the job, the identification within the research program of the Navy.
Also included is the amount of funds assigned for the six month period involved
(in the case of the first half year) in regards to funds for the year (in the case
of the second six months of the year) This is signed by the Comptroller per-
sonally, after review through the proper steps in the Budget Division, and inteiv
nally by the Assistant Comptroller for Budget.
The reverse of this form is shown in Figure 11, and it specifies the
source or sources of funds which will be utilized by the Laboratory in support-
ing the research effort. This is, of course, the reflection of the firming up of
the source plan inentioned earlier, and shows the final agreements of sponsors
in placing funds at the disposal of the Laboratory. In some cases where multiple
sources will sponsor a particular effort, they will be assigned priorities of
billing in accordance with the plan for utilization during the year as developed,
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One of the four major steps involved in formulating the Laboratory's
approach to financial management is Accounting - - the parallel function of
Budgeting. It consists of the recording of dynamic data and the synthesizing
of presentation of the dollar facts as they occur related to the budget or finan-
cial plan. The foUov/ing is then a brief view of the accounting phase as it per-
forms this function.
The first report made is called the Job Order Status Report, a voluminous
tome run by iriachine accounting techniques as soon as possible after the close
of each calendar month; the aim is to get it out to the Divisions within five to
eight working days after the close of the month. The report identifies the Job
Order, the area in which the charges occurred, the allocation made to the
Job order on the authorization naentioned above, the labor hours in each area
of effort, the current month's activity, the cunrjulative activity to date, and
the unused fxinds remaining for the conduct of the job to conapletion, or for
the remainder of the accounting period. This report is on an obligation basis,
so that the program manager miay think in terms of usuable funds renjaining.
It is a reflection of his check book balance, instead of the bank statement
which he would have to reconcile by taking into account his outstanding checks.
This statement has no reference to appropriation or allotnaent accounting, but
is a reflection of the budget planning for the conduct of a research job. It was
designed to give the research manager the final results on the basis of the
ZCu
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planning which he did and for which he is responsible.
Up to this point has been mentioned only the General and Administrative
functions. They present far less of a problem in the operations of the Labora-
tory irom a financial viewpoint. As can be appreciated, there are a few sig-
nificant variations encountered in these functions, so fineincial planning is
relatively simple. However, reporting is on the same basis as on research
problems; the "function" in the general and administrative area is the base unit
just as the research problem, a job order, is the basic unit for the research
divisions.
The Functional Status Reports furnished to the Branch Heads of the Genera!
and Administrative Divisions are similar to the composites as shown in the
22Annual Financial Statement. These are furnished at the same time the Job
Order Status Report are furnished to the Scientific Divisions.
Each month after these reports are made, the data on expenditures of
obligations are sorted and run on various forms for the completion of the other
phases of the accounting operations, and after posting of the records the finan-
cial statements are prepared. A few of the significant statements included in
23
the financial statement are:
1. Research Cost Statement which summarizes the total accrued costs
which have been incurred in the Division on all job orders, as well as the
divisional indirect costs. It gives comparative data showing the present








month's operation, past month, cumulative costs to date, and the com-
parison to the cumulative budget to date. The various elements of costs
are shown, broken down by routine operating costs incurred by shop
operations directly for programs of research, the overhead charges
incurred, and the major contractual services and procurennents. The
total is therefore the total Laboratory costs incurred in the conduct of
research in this division.
2. For each General and Administrative Division a similar Cost Statennent
is prepared showing in the same format, the cost elemients in which the
expenditures have occurred, the direct support to research effort that
has been incurred, and the remainder which is general and adnninistra-
tive overhead.
3 . Finally for the Laboratory as a whole, the Statement of Incon^e and Cost
24
of Operations i s prepared with the sanrie comparative data of this
month, last month, cumulative to date, and budget cumulative to date,
the major costs elements are summarized. Since the income is derived
from the charges to sponsors appropriations after the accounting has beeii
completed each month, the statement reflects the income actually accrued





It is necessary to have a research job order in progress to show as a
deduction from total costs incurred in order to arrive at costs compared
to income. The difference is the over or under application of overhead or
predeternriined rates, and the unplanned other income in small ainount.
This then summarizes the final results of operations each month and to
date, and is the medium by which the Laboratory reports on the financial
aspects of its operations to the higher echelons as well as top management.
As a by-product, the Assistant Comptroller for Budget prepares the source
plan after all sponsor plans for the conduct of research are firmed up. As
these funds are received, they are controlled through the source plan and re-
corded in the accounts in the General Accounting Branch of the Accounts Divi-
sion, and the funds are allocated to the appropriate job for which they were
designated; in the priority in which the costs occurring are to be obligated or
charged. For each nmonth, after the costs and obligations of each research job
are synthesized by the machine accounting process, as shown on the Job Qrdei
Status Report, the costs accrued and obligations outstanding are the subject of
a special "billing run", which the accountants then post against the appropriat«
source records. Upon the completi*^" o^ ^^^ posting of the accounts, the re-
ports to the individual sponsors showing all appropriation sources, amounts
transferred to the Laboratory control, total obligations and costs incurred, unj-
obligated balances, and unexpended balances are prepared on Form DD412, in
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Figure 12. This record is then used as the basis for the preparation of the
Standard Form 1030, shown as Figure 13. The cycle is usually completed by
the third week jf each month, and the lUSO's are processed by the Disbursing
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Cost Per Dollars Cents
1
TOTAL
CERTIFICATE OF BILLING OFFICE Date
Omittance in payment hereof should be sent to—
.Accountable olficer in whose account collection will appear:
Name
Symbol
I certify that the above bill is correct and just; that the items
are computed in accordance with the cost oi labor and/or mater-
ial; and that the amounts listed aie properly creditable to the
appropriation (s) and/or fund(s) as indicated below; or that the
advance payment requested is authorized by law and is proper.
Title
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION (for completion by the billing office)
SYMBOL TITLE OF APPROPRIATION OR FUND TO BE CREDITED
UMITATION APPROPRIATION
Amount Amount
CERTIFICATE OF OFFICE BILLED
I certify that the above articles were received and accepted or the services performed as stated and should be charged to the
ippropriation(s) and/or fund(s) as indicated below; or that the advance payment requested is approved and should be paid eis
ndicated.
. , Authorized Certifying OUtoer,
)ate Title
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION (for completion by the office billed)
UMITATION APPROPRIATION
SYMBOL iiiLt ur Ai^fHUjfriiAiii-'n ijH ruiNjj nj cr. t.,rLAnwiii->
Amount Amount
ALLOTMENT AMOUNT OBUGATIONSUQUIDATED
COST ACCOUNT OBJECTIVE CLASSIFICATION
SYMBOL Symbol Amount Symbol Amount
i
'aid by check drawn on Treasurer of the U. S., No, .-, dated ~








In this paper, an attempt was made to illustrate how financial management
is practiced at the Naval Research Laboratory. It was necessary to concentrate
to a large extent on the authcrity, responsibility, and the staff relationship of
the Office of the Comptroller in this operation. By implication was shown the
use of the second tool Congress provided in Title IV - - The Working Capital
Fund. The budgeting methods and accounting techniques based upon that budget
would have hardly expressed the translation of the planning for research into
nnanpower and monetary requirements if the techniques furnished in the Work-
ing Capital Fund were denied.
The ainn of the Office of the Comptroller has been to promote efficiency and
economy in the operation of the various programs. Consequently, the Comp-
troller in attaining his objective by contributing to the most effective and
efficient execution of authorized programs, provides staff services of sound
financial planning tu support operations. He furnishes a continuous service of
comparison, analysis, and presentation of actual performance with assigned
programs and objectives. He evaluates costs in energy, time, materials, and
money so as to serve as a basis for timely decisions by the Director, and
assures for the Director the most effective balance of availability and use of
resources.
To say that the ultimate in financial management has been reached would
be indeed fallacious. Such problems, as the use of the Naval Industrial Fund
per se, and the use of the Accrual Method of Accounting, have received some
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represents the second complete year of operation luider the financial plan
developed by the Naval Research Laboratory's Comptroller within the Naval
Industrial Fund system of accounting. During this period the problem of
adjusting Laboratory financing and accounting to the pattern of Industrial Fxxnd
decentralized control were defined and many of the problems solved or
placed in position for solution. Many problems continue to be unsolved and
require further intensive study and analysis before being considered completely
resolved to the satisfaction of management of the Laboratory.
The adjustments n-icntioned abcve are steps forward in the evolution of
management control of research, but it is also realized that organized re-
search is a vast and growing activity. The techniques of managennent and the
development of proper management attitudes and "know-how" are a tremendous
challenge and will be for many years to conne.
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